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Designs of type H(s, 2n), s ofid. As mentioned above, it is known that designs of 
types H(3,4) and H(5,6) do not exist. In [6] it was also determined that there is 
no design of type H(5,8). It seems likely that except for these three cases, designs 
of all types H(s, 2n), s odd, exist. We will now describe very briefly what we know 
about this problem. 
First, certain special difficulties are encountered in trying to construct designs of 
type H(s, 2s - 2), s odd. We will not consider such designs in this paper and will 
use a particular terminology to make this explicit. If s is an odd positive integer, 
s 3 7, the statement that almost all H*(s, 2t) exist means that if s + 1 s 2t G 2s - 4 
or 2.t = 2s, then there is a Howell Design of type H*(s, 2t). Consider the following 
statements from [ 11. The missing H2 deals .with designs of type H(s, 2s - 2), s 
odd. 
HE. If pa 7 is a prime, then almost all H*(p, 2n) exist. 
H3, If 2,3,5 k k > 1 and almost all H*(k, 2n) exist, then almost all H*(3k, 2t) 
exist. 
H4. If p ~7 is a prime, then almost all H*(5p, 2n) exist. 
The following results can be verified. 
Tbeomm 1 [ SJ. If Hl holds and s is an odd positiue integer such that 7 s s = 
3”5”&, 2,3,5 k k, a, b 3 0 and a + b# 1, then almost all H*(s, 2n) exist. 
Tbeorem 2 [ 11. If H 1, H3 and H4 hold and s is an odd positive integer such that 
s 2 7, then almost all H*(s, 2n) exist, 
The methods developed here allow the construction of many Howell Designs of 
prime side. ‘I%is further weights the scale toward the eventual verification of Hl. 
The results of this paper are also useful in connection with statement H4, 
Rehttively little information has been available concerning Howell Designs of 
,;rime side, Of course, for p 27, p prime, there is a Room Square of type 
j !f *(p, p + I), In [6] it is proved that if p 3 7 is a prime anal 2 SG ks min {&I, lo}, 
‘then there is a design of type H’((P L- k) + k, 2(p a. k)), Furthermore, for a given 
t2.3 :!--*; is an integer N(k) such that if p = & z N(k), then there is a design of 
type H*((p - k) + k, 2(p h k)), Thus, there are sonatruetions that yield Ho~~ell 
Designs of type H*(p, 2n), when n is elsse to p, ‘Wa will construct designs of type 
H”(p, Zn ), where 2~ is close to p. ‘This means tb~t’l. QW constructions dil! in Table 
II of 161 from the bottom of the p-diagonal where-is those mentioned e,bove fill in 
the top part of the p-diagsntll. In some eases the two methods are suflkiently 
p(jwerfuI to give ialmost all designs of side p Pravisusly, this !nformRtien ~8s 
avaifabie only for primes p, 7 G ft G47 121, 
We now establish some notation before statin OUT main IWN&, If g B 7 is 0 
ken p = 2V.~ i; 1, WI P i and r, s odd gadtivs integers, I[t is easy to see that 
there Tut &p = 1) possible types of designs of side p other than type H*(p, g + I), ‘ 
the Roa bftt square type, 
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Theorem 3. Suppose m is a positive integer, r and s are odd positive integers and 
p = 2’9s + 1 is a prime. There is a positive integer N(m, r) such that if p > N(m, r), 
then dlesigns of all types 
H*(p,2n), p+ld2n~p+1+2”rs--2s, 
exist. 
This theorem says that if p > N(m, r), then we can build at least (2”‘-‘rs - s) of 
the possible 2”-‘rs = i(p - 1) types of designs of side p other than Room Squares. 
In certain cases the results of [6] give us the other types, except for type /N(p, 
2p - 2). The bounds N(m, r) that are obtained appear to be quite poor indicators 
of the power of the method. For example, N(2, 1)~ 16000 by our general 
argument and this number can be reduced to about 4500 by being a little more 
careful. However, by special techniques and computer testing, it can be shown 
that 111(2,1) = 5. Thus, we can conclude that if p is a prime, 5 C p = 4s + 1, s odd, 
then at least half (2s - s = s out of 2s) of the possible types of designs of side p 
other than the Room Square type can be constructed. Since designs of type 
H*(5,10) exist, it follows that P(2,l) = 1. It also appears that N(l, 3) is almost 
certainly 1. We do not make exhaustive tests in this case but we are able to show 
that if p is a prime, p = 6s + 1, s odd, and either p < lOdO or p > N( 1,3), then at 
least 3 of the possible types of designs of side p other than the Room Square type 
can be constructed. Here the value N( 1,3) arises from a general result and is 
quite large. 
2. Reformulation of the problem 
In this section we will recall some ideas and results from [ 1,4) that will be 
useful in explaining the constructioa method to be implemented. Also, several 
examples will be given to illustrate certain aspects of the construction, 
DdMlen L Suppose CJ ia 8. finite Abelian group of odd order written additively 
and X is a ptlrtitisn of C3 inve &gletona & and doubletons I&. We will say that 
X ia a @iMng sfarf~ if and only if 
(I) (a, b), {e, d) diotinet elemente of D, impties u= h 36 +(e = d), 
(ii) A:X=QJDx=+O defined by 
(a) (+E & implia A(s) = =2s, and 
(fl) (a, II)E & implies A(a, b) = =(a =I= Ir) 
is an injeetion# 
The interesting thing about splitting star&m and Howsll Assigns is that 
sometimes many different types of Howell Designs of the same side can be 
constructed from the original splitting starter. This is because ach splitting starter 
has associated with it a digraph. If the digraph has the right properties, it can be 
used to build a family of splitting starters from the first one by systematically 
decreasing the cardinality of Dx by 1 and at the same time increasing the 
cardinality of S, by 2. We formalize these ideas. 
Ddinftion 2. Suppose X is a splitting starter on G. The &graph associated with 
X, denoted Ax, has the vertex set 
V, =(--(a+b):(a, b)EDx) 
and the edge set 
If Ax 
;rigraph 
Ex=j(-(a+b),-2c):c~{a,b)~D~ and -2c~V~). 
has a non-empty vertex set, it turns out [l] that Ax is a contrafunctional 
[5, pp. 298-2011 (i.e., every vertex has indegree one). Contrafunctional 
Oigraphs have the property that every weak component has exactly one cycle. If 
ti?e edges of the cycle of a weakly connected contrafunctional digraph are 
removd Os:Ch weak component of the remaining digraph is an out-tree. Every 
out-tree has at least one point of out-degree z?ro. If we remove a point of 
outdegree zero from a non-trivial out-tree, the I:emaining digraph is again an 
out-tree. 
DefMtion 3. Suppose X is a splitting starter on G with non-trivial associated 
digraph Ax. If (a, b)~ DX, then (a.. b) is uncoupled iff (a, b} is removed from DX, 
(a), (6) are ad&d to S,, A(a)= --2a and A(b)= -2b. 
We are interested in the uncoupling process only if it gives us a new splitting 
starter on 6. Suppose X is a splitting starter or G with non-trivial associated 
digrapl: A,. 
Ws now see that in order to construct many Hawell Designs af side p, it would 
swffiee @I find a strong starter X on Z,,, the group of order p, such that the 
associated digraph Ax has many edges that aren’t on my cycle. From the point of 
view of using the uncoupling process to construct Howell Designs, cycles in a 
digraph are not desirable (and the longer the cycle, the more undesirable) because 
only operation p can be applied to them and this may mean that some design 
types will have to be skipped. A fact that has impeded progress on the existence 
question for types of Howell Designs of prime side in the past is that some of the 
most popular constructions for strong starters on groups of prime order have 
digraphs that are nothing but cycles. That is, there is too much symmetry in the 
construction. We wish to arrive at a method that has sufficient symmetry to allow 
the construction of strong starters but is not so symmetric that the digraphs 
contain only cycles. We now describe a construction that has, at least asymptoti- 
cally, the required features, GF[p”] will denote the finite field of p” elements. 
Theorem 6. Suppose K = GF[p”], p” = 2”rs + 1, r, s odd and let Y denote the 
subgroup of order s of the multiplicintive group K* of K. Let R be a set of coset 
representatives of Y and suppose fi e R that can be partitioned into unordered pairs 
P such that 
(i) {a-&:{a, b}E F} are in 21Pl distinct cosets of Y, 
(ii) sums of distinct pairs of P are in distinct cosets of Y, 
(iii) if c E R \ fi, then 2c is not in the same coset of Y as the sum of any pair of P. 
Then YP = ({ya, yb) :(a, b) E P, y E y) is Dx for a splitting starter X for (PC, +) (We 
will abuse the notation and say that YP is a splitting starter for K). Furthermore, if 
R = R, then YP is a strong starter for (K, +). 
Proof. If fi = R, the result is a special case of Theorem 1.1 of 141. If fi # R, then 










is a set of easet rsprawntotive of Y and thrrt 
has the properties necessary to insure that YIP is a strana &arter for Zdl o the cyclic 
group an 41 elements, The eandettised digraph CAYp csnsirsts of the laap 42% + C2 
andthoprrth C2=+CS=-4,-G7,ThusA yp is a sunburst digraph, We know that 
each vertex af CAvp represents 5 vertices afAyp, The laap <rf Cdyp represents 
the S-cycle 
36-,20-+2-+33_,32-+36 
of AYPl The path of CAvp reprewnts h@ 5 paths 
36--a-+6-+3, 20-,38-, 17-929, 24 12-+ 14-4 7, 
33-434~*26 13 8nd 32-+28-+ 19-+30 
sf Aype Thus, the uneouplin praeQa8 may be used to build 15 = (2% 01 a 5 - 5) of 
the paBible 20 = 2’ 9 1 a 5 t) B of deeigms of dde 41 dw than the Roam Square 
type, Aeturrlly YP i&elf yields a Room Square and uncoupling everythin 
tlo~~~. Suppase K and Y are 8s in Theorem k When can we choose R and B 
wch ttwt R G R and AyP is 8 sunburst df 
AEP hefore, suppose K = GFQP], where p” = 2%1 t 1, r, s odd positive integers. 
Let v &note the subgroup of order s of the multiplicative group K’ of K, and let 
u1 = =/ (mod 29), 
q = 1 (mod 2V), 
Ihot, We first must define I? Far every j, 0 G j < 2”- ’ r, pick a cansecu~tivo triple 
!q, aI t 1, ai + (1 -t- 1)) that realizes (I.+, u], w,) oP family # 1. 
Then xzl E C(2j) and q -I- 1 E C(Z) implies x2’(ui t 1)~ C(2j t 1) so that the ele- 
ments of the pairs of P clearly folrrn a set of coset representatives of Y = C(0). 
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Suppose 0 G j C 2 *-‘t and consider the pair {x*j, X*‘(Uj + 1)). The differences 
arising from this pair are *x*‘Uj. NOW aj E C(-j) and -1 E C(2*%). It follows 
that 
x*‘u~ E C(j) and -X*‘Qi E C(i + 2*-‘r). (1) 
But (1) clearly implies that the set of differences of the pairs of P form another set 
of coset representatives of Y and hence (ij of Theorem 6 holds. The sum arising 
from the above pair is X*‘(Uj + (1 + 1)). By the definition of I+qj in family #l, we see 
that 
j = 0 implies X*‘(aj + (1 i 1)) E C([k - 2*%] (mod 2”rjj, 
j>O implies ~*$z~+(1+1))~C([k-2*-~r+2j-1](mod2*~)). 
(2) 
The bounds on j insure that sums (2) of distinct pairs of P are in distinct cosets of 
Y and hence (ii) of Theorem 6 holds. Since fi = R here, Theorem 6 implies that 
YP is a strong starter for (K, +j. 
The proof may now be completed by showing that Ayp is a sunburst digraph. 
Notice first the vertices of CAyp 
j = 0 implies C( k j E CV,,, 
J > 0 iEpiies C( k + 2j - 1) E CV,. 
(3) 
When edge computations are made using (3) and Definition 5, the following 
results are obtained. 
j = 0 implies C(k)+C(kj and C(kj-+C(k+lj 
are possible elements of CE,,. 
j 3 0 implies C(k+2j-lj+C(k+2j)and 
C( k i 2j - 1) + C( k + 2j + 1) are possible elements of CEw 
(4 
( -ombining (3) and (4) we see that CAyp consists of 
:!., loop C(k) + C(k), 
the path C(k) + C([ k + l] (mod 2”r)j --)r (5) 
C4i.k + 31 (mod 2”rjj + 9 l l + C([k + 2”r --- Z!] (mod Z*r)j, 
Note that if 2*r= 2, then the second halves of (2), (3), (4) and (5) are not 
applicable and the conclusion only gives a Room Square. This completes the 
proof. 
It should be clear that one could choose to define family #l in many other ways 
and still get the results of Theorem 7. Of course, to apply Theorem 7 as it stands, 
we mu:at be assured that every triple of family #I can be realized as a consecutive 
triple. LI the next section, we will use character sum arguments to show that 
asyrflpa %. tically, all coset triples are realizable. 
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We first state the theorem we need on the realizability of coset triples and then 
give its proof through a sequence of preliminary results. After the proof has been 
completed, we will show how, at least in some cases, it is possible to greatly 
improve the bounds obtained by the proof of the theorem. In what follows, we 
return to the subscripting notation Ci for cosets. 
Theorem 8. Suppose K = GF[p”], p odd, p” = cd + 1 and Y is the muEtiplicativle 
subgroup of order d of K*. There is a positive integer T(c) such that if p” => T(c), 
then every coset riple with respect to Y can be realized by a consecutive triple. 
As is clear from our previous work, in this paper we are interested in using this 
result when c = 2’9 and d is odd. In such a case, we get a bound T(m, r) = T(c). 
Clearly we may choose the N(m, r) of Theorem 3 such that N(m, r) < T(m, r). 
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 8. Let x be the character of order c 
on K* defined as follows. For o = exp (2lrri/c) and x a tied generator of the cyclic 
group K*, define 
x(x’) = a+, OGiSp”-2. 
The cosets of Y are then given by 
C,, = (g : g E K* and x(g) = o”}, OGUGC-1, 
with Y = C,. 
Definition 9. Let x(O) = 0 and make the convention that x’(O) = 0 in sums 
involving xi. Then for b E K and 0 :G u G c - 1, 
C-l 
S,(b)= c o-‘“xi(b). 
i-0 
Lemma 1. For b E K we have 
S (b) ( c, if bd,, =: U 
0, otherwise. 
Proof. For b = 0, the result follows by the established conventions. For b # 0, 
suppose x(b) = mk. The result now follows from the fact that o kc = 1 and the fact 
that b E C, iff @-“x(b) = 1. 
From the above, we see at once 
Lemma 2. For u, U, w fixed, 0 < u, v, w s c -- 1, let A(u, v, w) = A denote the 
number of etemerzts a E K such that (a, a + 1, a +2) realize the coset triple 
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c”A = C S,(a)S,(a + 1)SJa +2) 
tlEK 
= c w -iu-au-kw 
04. j.ksc-1 
=FK xi (4xG + Uxk (a + 2). 
At this point we recall a result of Perel’muter [9] that is the fundamental step in 
the bounding process. As usual, K = Gflq] and suppose x is a character on K* of 
order n 1 q - 1. A rational function over K 
R = (P;‘(x) l . l PlW)/(Q~G) l . . QXx)), I$, VI+20 
is called reduced iff 
(i) O< 4, mi C n, 
(ii) R#bR$kK*,R,~K(x),d 1 n,d>l. 
An element a E K is said to be regular iff a is not a zero of the denominator of R. 
Let K’ denote the set of regular elements of K. Let 8 be the function taking each 
polynomial onto its degree and such that S(f(x)/g(x))= 6(f(x))-6(g(x)). Then 
Perel’muter has shown: 
The~em 9 [9]. If R is a reduced function, then 
I az xWd) s&+1 I I 
where 
IZ i S(e)+ i 6(Qi)+h-2 
i=l i=l 
if 6(R)=O(mod n) 
if S(R)fO(mod n). 
Now, Theorem 8 follows easily from the followkmg result. 
P~~positiou 3. For p”, c and A as above, there e lcist positive constants J and L, 
depending only on c, such that 
2%of. Consider the sums 
a(i, j, k) = C x’(a)&9 + l)xk(a +2) 
agK 
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from Lemma 2. For (i, j, k) = (0, 0), ~(0, 0,O) = p” -3, using the convention 
that x”(O) = 0. For the remaining triples (i, j, le), compare the sum a(& j, k) with 
the sum 
r(i, j, k) = C x(a’(a + l)“{a + 2)k), 
clEK 
where if i, j or k is zero the corresponding a’; (a + 1)’ or (a + 2)k is taken to be 1 
fc all a E K. By the result of Perel’muter (based on the work of A. Weil), each 
T(_, j, k) can be estimated by 
and for each triple (i, j, k) # (0, 0, 0), we have 
lo(i, j9 k) - T(i, j, k)l G 2. 
The result now follows since 
Ic”A -p”IS3+ C la(i, j, k)J. 
(i.i.kW(0.0.0) 
This proposition will be applied in the form 
and since the expression p” - JJP” - L is positive for 
we have that A > 0 for all p” s:ltisfying this last inequality. For convenience, we 
replace 
J2+4L by (J+2L/J)2, 
a larger number, and state the result in the following form. 
Corollauy 1. Let A(u, v, w) = A and let J and L be constants uch that the 
inequality of Proposition 3 is satisfied. Then A > 0 whenever Jp”a J+ L/J. 
In this form, it is clear that we will increase the applicability of this result by 
trying to make J small and at the same time controlling the size of L/J. For 
example, for prime powers p” = 4t + 1, t odd, there are 63 triples (i, j, k) P (0, 0,O) 
to consider. If each character sum o(i, j, k) is estimated by 
)T(i, j, k)l+2~2@+3 
(as in the proof of Proposition 3) we have J = 126 and can conclude A > 0 oinly for 
prime powers p” in excess of roughly 16000. Using the full power of Perel’mu- 
ter’s re:sult on each sum reduces things to J = 66, which means that A > 0 for pn 
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from about 4500 on. In this case however, we will show how to improve things 
significantly for certain coset triples (u, V, w). 
In order to do this, we introduce a lemma which allows a sort of “averaging” 
which can utilize the presence of roots of unity in the character sum expression for 
c”A (see Lemma 2). In the following lemma, all coset triples are to have their 
entries interpreted modulo 2f. 
Lemma 3. Let p” = 2ff + 1, where t is odd. Then the coset triples (u, 0, w), (w + 
f,u+f,u+f), (u+f-u,-v,w-u) and (w-u+f,-u+f,u--21) all have the same 
number of realizations by consecutive trilples. 
Proof. Set a+l=b, so that we want b-l&‘,, ~EC, and b+l~C,,,. This 
excludes only 6 = 1, 6 = -1 and 6 =O. Since t is odd, we have -1~ Cr and if 
6 E Cj, then 6-l E C-j. The result is a consequence of the obvious relations 
between the following consecutive triples and (6 - 1,6,6 + 1). 
(-6 - 1, -6, -6 + 1) = (-(6 + l), -6, -(b - l)), 
(6-l - 1, b-l, 6-l + 1) = (-b-‘(6 - l), b-l, b-‘(6 + l)), 
(-6-l - 1, -b-l, -6-l + 1) = (-b-‘(6 + l), -b-l, b-‘(6 - 1)). 
In order to keep as much information as possible in working the examples, we 
will need to use Jacobi sums. Let K be a finite field, and let + and 4 be two 
characters on K*. Recall that the Jacobi sum, .I(#, &, of (I, and 4 is defined to be 
JW 4) = c WMl -ch 
CGK 
Later we shL:l be concerned with J(x’, xi) for a fixed character x and shall use the 
notation J(i, j) for simplicity. See [7] for properties of Jacobi sums. The following 
result will be useful. 
‘Lemma 4. Let 6 6e a jixed non-zero element of K. Then 
z +(aM(a + 6) = &-b)&(b)J($, 4) 
ae ,K 
Proof. Wp’: see that 
asK WM(a + 6) = c IL(-44(-a + 6) 
aEK 
= c $(-1)#(66-‘a)~{6(1 -b-la)) 
aczK 
= 4(-6)&(b) c $(6-‘,a)&(1 -b-la) 
aeK 
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We are now ready to consider the “4-coset” case at length. Suppose we have P 
prime p = 4t + 1, t odd and assume a primitive root x is chosen so that -2 E Cs. 
Throughout o = exp (2ni/4) = i. Instead of using family #l, we will use two 
other coset triples that are slightly better suited to our computational needs. The 
triples we choose are (1, 1,l) and (0, 1,O). It is easy to see that if (a,, a, + 1, ~1~ + 
2) and (a,, u2 + 1, u2 + 2) are respective realizations of these coaet triples and 
p = ((1, a1 + 11, {x2, x2b2 + 1)), 
then YP is a strong starter for (K, +) and Ayp is a sunburst digraph. Thus, if coset 
triples (1, 1,l) and (0, 1,O) can be realized, we can construct at S.east half of the 
types of Howell Design? of side p other than the Room Square type. 
Proposition 4. If p = 4t + 1~ 576, t odd, then coset triples (1, 1,l) and (0, 1,O) cult 
be realized. 
P~roof. We consider the coset triple (0, 1,O). By Lemma 3, the triples (0, 1, 0), 
(1, 1,3), (1,3,3) and (2,3,2) all have the same number A of realizations. By 
Lemma 2, 
64A = 64A(O, 1,O) =g64A(l, 1,3)+64A(l, 3,3)] 
= c-c :a -i-j-3k + 0-i-3j-3k } c X’(U)Xj(U + l)x”(u + 2) 
i.j. k atzK 
= w -i-3k)/2} l {w-j +o’} c X’(U)X’(U + l)x”(u +2) 
i, j. k aEK 
= x (_1jliD0-i-3k c X’(U)X’(U + l)Xk(U +2). 
i. i, k aEK 
j even 
The number of terms is thus halved by our “averaging” of the two equal 
A-values. The 32 terms that remain are treated as follows. 
For those 9 terms with none of i, j, k = 0 (j = 2), estimates are used. For these 
cases o(i. j, k) = r(i, j, k) and the estimates are of the form 2Jp+ 1 except for 
(1,2,1) and (3,2:. 3), where G+ 1 is used. These terms contribue 164+ 9 when 
estimated. 
Now consider those terms with at least one of i, j, k = 0. We know that 
~(0, 0,O) = p - 3. The remaining a(i, j, k) can be compared with T(i, j, k) as in the 
proof of Proposition 3. Each T(i, j, k) can be evaluated explicitly (and gives 0 if 
exactly two of i, j, k are zero) or recognized as essentially a Jacobi sum, according 
to Lemma 4. After doing this and using properties of Jacobi sums, one has 
64A- p + 1 = (3 d- 2i)J(l, 1) + (3 - 2i)J(3,3) + first 9 terms. 
Thus it follows that 
(64A -p+l(s2&4+164+9. 
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Since this implies 
64Aap-(2&+16)&10, 
we have A > 0 provided 
+ [(2fi + 16) + d(2fi + 16)2 + 40112 
If we round fi up to 3.7, we easily compute that Jp> 24 is sufficient for A > 0. 
An argument along exactly the same lines will show that the coset riple (1, 1,l) 
can be realized when Jp> 22 or p > 484. This completes the proof of Proposition 
4. 
We have now reduced the bound in the 4-coset case from 16000 to 576. It is 
very easy to test the remaining cases by computer. We have done so and the 
results appear in the accompanying ‘Table 1. This is the last bit of information we 
need to conclude 
Tbeofem 10. If p is a prime, p = 4t + 1, t odd, then at least half qf .the types of 
Howell Designs of side p other than the Room Square type can be constructed. 
Prime Root A B Prime Root A B 
53 2 30 44 293 2 . 
61 2 25% 29* 317 2 
101 2 72 54 349 2 
109 6 50 1 373 2 
149 2 10 31 389 2 
157 5 59 17 397 5-l 
173 2 44 122* 421 2 
181 2 76 1 461 2 
197 2 67 188 509 2 
229 6 38 1 541 2 
?f”, ;. 74 14 557 2 













We need to make several observations about the table. First, it is not necessary 
(by [2n to consider primes <5.X The root listed is chosen so that -2 E Cs. Unless 
the rmmber is starred, A is the initial element of a consecutive triple that realizes 
the (1, 1,l) coset triple and B is the initial element of a consecutive triple that 
realizes the (0, 1,O) coset triple. Note that such triples do exist for all prime 
p = 4t + 1, t odd, 53 g p G 576 except for two cases; p = 61 and p = 173. In these 
two cases, we used,other coset triples. For p = 6:1, A = 25 is the initial element of 
,ecutive tripkz realizing the coset triple (0, 1,2) and B acts similarly with 
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respect o the coset triple (3,1,3). This is the example at the end t.>f Section 2. For 
p = 173, B is the initial element of a consecutive triple realizing the coset triple 
(2,1,0) instead of (0, 1,O). 
Clearly one can attempt o apply the above methods to other situations and, in 
particular, to the “6-coset” case. However, we have not been able to reduce the 
bound for realizing all coset triples by consecutive triples sufficiently to make 
exhaustive testing attractive in this case. We do present enough information to 
satisfy ourselves that it is almost certainly true that N( 1,3) = 1. 
Suppose now that we have a prime p = 6t + 1, t odd, x is a primitive root of p 
and -2 E Ci. As in the 4-coset case, we associate certain pairs of coset triples with 
this situation. Again it is computationally simpler to use triples other than those 
defined by family #l. 
Suppose -2 E Ci and there is a u, v pair as in Table 2 such that for some a, b, 
(a, a+l, a+2) and (b, b+l, b+2) are consecutive 
triples (1, 1, u) and (1, 1, u) respectively. Then it is 
P = ((1, a + 1}, {x2, x2(b + l)), {x4, x”(b + 1)} 
Tabde 2 
triples that reialize the coset 
easy to see thlat 
u, 21 u, u u, u k u 
-2do: 3,0 4,l 3,2 4,5 
-2d1: 5,o 4,1 $2 4,3 
-2EC$ 5,2 0,3 5,4 0,l 
-2q: 1,2 0,3 1,4 0,5 
-2da: 1,0 2,3 1,4 2,5 
-2+: 3,0 2,l 3,4 2,5 
is such that YP is a strong starter for (GF’[p], +) and Aw is a sunburst digra,ph. 
Thus, if coset triples (1,. 1, u) and (1, 1, u) are realizable, we can construct at lealst 
$ of the types of Howell Designs of side p other than the Room Square ‘type. 
Information regarding rhe realizability of coset riples is recorded in Table 3. The 
coset column of this table should be interpreted as follows. If the coset column 
contains the integer i, this means that with respect o the given primitive root, 
-2 E Ci. Unless the numlber is starred, A is the initial element of a consecutive 
triple that realizes the coset triple (1, 1, u 
1 
and B is the initial element of a 
consecutive triple that realizes the coset triple (1, 1, u) for tht:: fiirst pair (u, u) of 
the: appropriate row of Table 2. Thus, for p = 15 1, x = 6 and -2 E C,.. It follows 
that A = 113 and B = 6 are related to the pair (u, u) = ($0) of Table 2 so that 
(113,114,115) realizes coset triple (1, 1,5) and (6,7,8) realizes coset triple 
(1, 1,O). Now the starred numbers correspond to entries in Table 2 as follows. For 
p = 1~~27, 6 and 56 are related to (0,5) in the C3 row of Table 2. For p =I-’ 211, 2 
and f 27 are related to (2,3) in the Ca row of Table 2. For p = 27 1, 59 and 38 are 
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Table 3 
Prime Root Coset A 8 Prime Root Coset A B 
123 3 3 6” se* 
139 2 4 110 
151 6 1 113 6 
163 2 4 128 153 
199 3 1 lG8 119 
211 2 4 2” 127* 
223 3 3 45 
271 6 1 59* 58” 
283 3 0 220 153 
307 5 0 296 267 
331 3 4 97 98 
367 6 1 10 218 
379 2 4 10 12 
439 15 3 134 67 
463 3 1 174 13 
487 3 1 112 23 
499 7 0 113 163 
323 2 4 82 392 
547 2 4 17”: 70* 
571 3 2 73 113 
607 3 5 382 206 
619 2 4 83 69 
631 3 5 117 226 
643 11 0 46 98 
691 3 0 74 98 
727 5 3 457 115 
739 3 !I Mio* 34* 
751 3 5 495 34 
787 2 4 348 127 
811 3 0 12 87 
823 3 1 543 192 
859 2 4 156 72 
883 2 4 91 113 
907 2 4 28 127 
919 7 3 364 137 
967 5 5 12 85 
991 6 1 73 93 
reSated to (41) in the C, row of Table 2. For p = 547, 17 and 70 are related to 
(2,3~ in the C4 row of Table 2. Finally, for p = 739, 460 and 34 are related to 
13,2) in the Cf, row of Table 2. 
Theorem 11. If p is a prime, p = 6t + 1 c 1000, t odd, then at least 213 of the types 
of Howell Designs of side p other than the Room Square type can be constructed. 
Proof. By [2] we may restrict our attention to such primes p, p 2 67. The results 
of Table 3 leave only the 5 special cases p = 67,79,103,139 and 223. For each of 
Gese cases we give a part&ion P such that, as may be routinely verified, YP is a 
strong starter with a sunburst digraph. 
Prime Root Coset P 
57 2 4 W,2h {4,8L {10,12H 
79 3 1 {{l, 31, i4,141, (25,291’) 
103 5 5 {(1,21), (25,241, {15,2&j 
130 2 4 i{l, 21, i4,8), fl6,lW 
223 3 3 {(1,3), {94,104), {25,22jj 
s section we collect some results that follow easily from the previous 
ma&r:ia;. 
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First, in connection with statements Hl and H4 mentioned in the introduction, 
we recall the following result of [l]. 
Theorem 12. Suppose Hl holds and p 2 13 is u grime. If Zp, the cydic group of 
order p, has a strong starter X whose associated digraph Ax is not a single cycle, 
then almost all H*(5p, 2n) exist. 
In [2] it was verified that for primes p, 13 s p G 47, ZP has such a strong starter. 
The results of this paper show that a large class of primes have this property. It 
appears certain that for all primes p, p 2 13, ZP must have such a strong starter. 
We may at least conclude from our results here that 
Proposition 5. rf p = 2% + 1~ 13, p pn’me ana’ p > T(m, r) then ZP has a strong 
starter whose digraph is not a singEe cycle. 
Proof. This is clear since sunburst digraphs have the required property. 
It is also apparent hat the method of construction we have used here should 
give much better bounds with respect o this question that our current T(m, r). 
We will not pursue this topic any further at this time. 
The main purpose of this paper has been to make a start toward the verification 
of statement Hl. If p = 2”“rs + 1, p prime, ar,% lrt if Z,, has a strong starter with a 
sunburst digraph, then we know that we can build at least (2m-1rs -s) of the 
possible 2 “-%s types of designs of side p other than Room Squares. The results 
of [6] mentioned in the introduction give us some other types of designs of side p. 
But we would like to be able to construct all types of designs of side p except 
possibly type H*(p, 2p - 2). As has been mentioned previously, it appears that the 
methods outlined here are stronger than the general conclusions about them that 
have been found so far. We consider two examples. 
Suppose p = 109 and x = 6. By Table 1 of the preceding section, we know that 
z 109 = 22 9 1 l 27 + 1 has a strong starter whose digraph is a sunburst digraph and 
whose condensed igraph has two vertices. The strong starter itself yields a design 
of type H*(109,110). This occurs in row n +54 (n = 55) of Table II of [6]. It may 
be verified that the loop of the condensed igraph does expand to a 27-cycle in 
the &graph itself. Thus, the uncoupling process applied to this digraph allows us 
to proceed 27 steps up the 1090diagonal of Table II of [6] from row n +53 
through row n + 27; that is, we may construct designs of type H*( 109,112) up 
though H*(lOo, 164). But 109 = 22 l 3.9 + 1 also. Thus, with respect o the same 
primitive root 6, we may consider the multiplicative subgroup Y1 of order 9 and 
its 12 cosets. It may be verified that g =(l, 22,6,12,5,8) can be extended to a 
set o: coset representatives of Y, and that P1 = {{1,22}, {6,12}, {5,8}} has the 
prope:rties necessary to insure that Y& is a splitting starter on Zlos. Now, AylP, 
is a sunburst digraph on ‘;!7 vertices, and since CAylP, has 3 vertices, no cycle of 
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A y,P, has more than 9 vertices. The splitting starter YIP, itself yields a design of 
type H*(109,164). The uncoupling process can then be applied to this digraph 
and we may proceed urp the 1090diagonal ta least 18 steps from row n +26 
through row n + 9. The results of [6] on row n + 0 through n + 10 can now be used 
to conclude that 
Proposition 6. Almost all H*( 109,2t) exist. 
Note that in addi.tion to the results of [6] on the first eleven rows of the table, 
we only needed to construct one strong starter and one splitting starter on ZIos. 
Both starters arise via our general method. This sort of attack will probably work 
with many primes. ‘We will content ourselves by applying it to only one more. 
Suppose p = 1151 and x = 6. First, 151= 2’ l :3 -25 + 1 so we may consider the 
multiplicative stibgroup Y of order 25 and its 6 cosets. It may be verified that 
P = {{1,114}, (36, lOn), {88,12)} 
is such that YP is a strong starter with a sunburst digraph having a 25-cycle. Thus, 
all types of Howell Designs on the 15 1 -diagonal exist up through row n + 25. 
Second, 15 1 = 2’ l 5 l 15 + 1. If Y1 is the multiplicative subgroup of order 15, it 
may be verified that PI = {{ 1,3}, {36,60}] is such that YIPI is a splitting starter 
with a sunburst digraph having a 15-cycle. Hence this splitting starter shows that 
Mesigns of side 15 1 exist for rows n + 30 through row n + 15. Lastly, 15 1 = 
2’ l 15 l 5 + 1 so that we may consider the multiplicative subgroup Y2 of order 5. 
It may be verified that P2 = {{ 1,151, {36,73}, (7 7,69}} is such that Y,P, is a 
splitting starter with a sunburst digraph having a 5-cycle. Therefore this splitting 
starter shows that *-designs of side 15 1 exist for rows n + 15 through n + 5. This is 
sufficient o give the 
ProposMon 7.. Almost all H*( 15 1,2t) exist. 
The above is a nice illustration of properly choosing splitting starters to get a 
desired conclusion, but, in this particular case at least, it is not necessary to use 
more than one step. This is because the last splitting starter can be extended to a 
str;ong starter. Again we suppose that Y is the multiplicative subgroup of order 
25. It ms;r be verified that P = {{ 1,151, (36,73;,, {‘77,69)) is such that YP is a 
strong starter with a sunburst digraph having S-cycles. Thus this single strong 
starter in conjunction with the uncoupling process will build Howell Designs of 
type H*( 115 1,2t) all the way through row n + S. 
Vie mention one more result that could be useful for certain primes. 
Theorem 13. Suplpose pr = 2”~ f 1, p prime with m % 1 and r, s odd positive 
integers. Suppose further that with respect to the mr&iplicntive subgroup Y of order S, 
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P can be found such that YP is a strong starter with a sunburst digraph. If 
0 ssll, or 
(2) 13s~ and 2s2 -(2”r+ 10)s + 17G0, or 
(3) 13ds~2~-%, 
then almost all H*(p’, 20) exist. 
Proof. If (1) holds, then the sunburst digraph and uncoupling proSPss are good up 
through at least row n + 11 and the results of [6] take care of the remaining casers. 
If (2) holds, then as we have seen, the sunburst digraph gives at least 2’“% - s 
of the possible 2”-l rs types of designs of side p’ other than the Room Square 
type. Thus, the uncoupling process is good up through row n + s, where n + s = pt. 
Now by [a, Theorem f 33 for any k 3 2, there is a positive integer N(k) such that if 
n 2 N(k), then an H*(n + k, 24 can be constructed. The estimate of N(k) that is 
given in [6] is N’(k) 2 N(k), 
N’(k)=2k2-7k+lO. 
Clearly N’( le) is an increasing function for k 2 2 (actually k 3 a). Thus it will suffice 
to decide when, if ever, N’(s - 1) s n + 1. But n + s = p’ implies (n + 1) + (9 - 1) = p’ 
so that we want to answer this question: 
When is N’(s-l)+(s-l)-@SO’? 
A straightforward computation shows that 
N’(s-l)+(s-1)-p’ =f(s)=2~2-((2mr+10)s+47 
and (2) follows. 
Finally, (3) is just a consequence of (2) that gives a quick check on thle relative 
sizes of things. It is easy to see that the smaller root of f(s) is C$,, Then if 
13 G s <2”-’ r, we may check that f(2 “-‘r)<-113~0 and this forces f(s)C4). 
We make one final observation. Suppose p and q are odd primes and p = 
2q + 1. In such a case, the method.s of this paper will not yield any new types of 
designs of side p. However by Lemma 5 and Theorem 1 of [l], we have the 
following result. 
Theorem 14. Suppose p> 2 is a prime and for k = 2,3 almost all H”(pk, 2t) ,nxist. 
Then for n 3 2, almost all W’(p”, 2t) exist. 
If p = 2q + 1, we easily see that 
p& 2”rs+l, mS3 
and 
p3=2qs+l. 
Thus, the methods of this paper may apply to p2 and p3. 
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